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Developing Bystander Responses to Sexual Harassment among Young People

Background Paper on Malta 

With a surface area of just 316 square kilometres and a populaton of approximately

420,000, the Maltese Islands fall frmly into the small states category. Yet, its very positon in

the middle of the Mediterranean Sea has allowed for this small country to play an important

role in the southern European trade and development from its colonial past to a democratc

state, ultmately joining the European Union in 2004.  Separated from mainland Europe,

Malta remained a largely insular state where the Roman Catholic Church maintained a

strong infuence in the public sphere and social life of the island. The second artcle of the

Maltese consttuton actually recognises the Roman Catholic Church (RCC) as the ofcial

religion of Malta, gives the RCC the right and duty to teach principles of right and wrong in

Malta and provides for the teaching of the Roman Catholic faith in all state schools1.  Stll, a

number of sociological studies show that since the late 1990’s there is a “progressive process

of secularisaton with an increasing number of the populaton optng out from the

behavioural standards promoted by the Roman Catholic Church” (Mifsud, Butgieg, Savona-

Ventura, Delicata  , 2009). This led to some politcal upheavals that had legal and social

efects on a wide spectrum of gender related issues. 

Politcal context 

The frst major change, that started the recent avalanche, was a referendum on the

introducton of divorce in 2011, which was won by a higher than usual margin, unusual in

the country where electons are sometmes decided by a single percentage point (Pace,

2012). A parliamentary democracy, Malta is largely run by one of two major politcal partes:

the Natonalist Party, (PN) best described as Christan-democrat and right of centre; and the

Labour Party (PL) which is social-democrat, lef of centre. The PL has been the party in

government since 2013, afer being in oppositon for more than ffeen years. The politcal

context is important, because the PL branded itself as a progressive, liberal party, winning

the last electon by a landslide. Part of the success was related to co-optng many of the

1� htp://justceservices.gov.mt/DownloadDocument.aspx?app=lom&itemid=8566



issues of equality, partcularly the LGBTIQ issues into its electoral manifesto.  In a short tme

span, many laws were enacted that tackled some of the long unresolved issues of equality.

One of the frst was a Civil Partnership Act (open also to same sex couples) that allowed for

civil partnerships to obtain the same status as marriage. It was followed by the Gender

Identty, Gender Expression and Sexual Characteristcs Act (GIGESC) that resolved many

issues of gender identty discriminaton in Maltese laws.  This led Malta, being previously

ranked in the 31st positon (out of 42 European countries) according to the ILGA ranking

2012, to today holding the frst positon.  Similarly, Malta signed and ratfed the Council of

Europe Conventon on preventng and combatng violence against women and domestc

violence (Istanbul Conventon) and is currently in the process of amending its legislaton to

be in conformity. 

The important fact is that a quick succession of new laws brought the issues of gender and

LGBTIQ inequality, as well as gender based violence to be among the most important issues

on the local politcal scene. 

Educaton System  

Educaton in Malta is governed by the Educaton Act of 1988. The State is obliged to provide

for universal access to educaton for all and establishes and authorises a curriculum. The

State is the main actor in provision, covering most students, but the act further provides for

educaton provided by Catholic Church run schools and Independent (private) schools.

Compulsory educaton starts at the age of fve and lasts 11 years, untl the age of 16. This is

divided into primary educaton (5 to 11 years of age) and secondary (11 to 16). Following

examinatons at the end of secondary schooling, students can acquire the required

qualifcatons to enter the sixth-form colleges (ages 16 to 18) which prepares them for

access to university. The primary schools run by the state and private schools are co-ed,

whilst the church run ones are single sex. Secondary schools run by the church are also

single sex whilst independent are co-ed. State run secondary schools were single sex, but

have been moving towards co-ed since 2013 and are stll in transiton. There is also one

secondary co-ed school in Malta that falls under the Educaton act and is run on principles of



Muslim ethos, but it is currently in the process of being shut down due to fnancial

difcultes2. 

 As at January 2016, the number of children in all primary and secondary schools was as

follows3:

Primary: 

1) Public Schools – 13,740
2) Catholic Church Schools – 7,585
3) Independent schools – 3005

Secondary: 

1) Public Schools – 11.495
2) Catholic Church Schools – 7,027
3) Independent Schools – 2745

Current Policies on Sexual Harassment 

State schools: 

There are two pertnent documents on policy in relaton to state schools: Child Protecton

Procedures in Schools (1999)4 and L-Imgieba Tajba f-Iskejjel (Good Behaviour in Schools)

(1999)5. The former is mostly concerned with procedures related to suspected child abuse

cases, but it also introduces the obligaton on the Educaton Department to provide

preventon programmes. The aims of such programmes are: 

 - To equip children with the necessary skills to avoid abuse if possible;

- To teach parentng skills which may prevent abuse from occurring;

2� htp://www.tmesofmalta.com/artcles/view/20170211/local/muslim-secondary-school-to-shut-

down-afer-20-years.639202

3� htp://www.tmesofmalta.com/artcles/view/20160118/local/sharp-drop-in-children-in-state-

schools.599273 

4� htps://educaton.gov.mt/en/resources/Documents/Policy%20Documents/child_protecton.pdf 

5� htps://educaton.gov.mt/en/resources/Documents/Policy

%20Documents/imgiba_tajba_iskejjel.pdf 

http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20170211/local/muslim-secondary-school-to-shut-down-after-20-years.639202
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20170211/local/muslim-secondary-school-to-shut-down-after-20-years.639202
https://education.gov.mt/en/resources/Documents/Policy%20Documents/imgiba_tajba_iskejjel.pdf
https://education.gov.mt/en/resources/Documents/Policy%20Documents/imgiba_tajba_iskejjel.pdf
https://education.gov.mt/en/resources/Documents/Policy%20Documents/child_protection.pdf
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20160118/local/sharp-drop-in-children-in-state-schools.599273
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20160118/local/sharp-drop-in-children-in-state-schools.599273


- To develop parents’ capacity to teach their children how to be safe from abuse;

- To enable parents and school staf to recognise possible indicators of abuse.

The later introduces more specifc details on ant-bullying policies compulsory for all

schools, which include: formulaton of preventon programmes to be taught through

Personal and Social Development classes (PSD); organising in-service training for teachers,

parents and administratve staf of schools; and more detailed research on forms of bullying

behaviour and what can be done to prevent it. The policy paper also recognises that

emotonal and sexual harassment is a form of bullying that needs atenton. In both policy

papers there is a clear indicaton of the need for a whole school community approach as a

best way of bullying preventon. 

Students over 16 years of age atending the Junior College (6th form college that falls under

the University) and the University of Malta are covered by the university’s Sexual

Harassment policy.  The Malta College of Art, Science and Technology (MCAST), that gathers

within it a collecton of mainly technical post-secondary schools, does not have a clearly

formalised bullying or sexual harassment policy, but ofers a number of student services

which includes extensive guidance services. 

Church Schools:

Following a spate of scandals involving child abuse in Catholic Church run insttutons, the

leadership of the Catholic Church in Malta set up a Safeguarding Commission to report and

advise on issues of sexual abuse and report on the best possible preventve measures.

Although an inital report in 2014 gave most atenton to sexual coercion and abuse of

children by pastoral members of the Church, it also includes recommendatons on training

for the people working within the Church insttutons (including the Church schools) on

preventve measures for sexual violence and abuse.  It also appoints a head of the

Safeguarding Commission, tasked with updatng and implementng preventve policies

(among others) on a regular basis. Furthermore, the annual report of the Safeguarding

Commission for 2015 shows the number of Church employees that received training on



preventve measures, whilst also recommending that preventve measures should be a high

priority6. 

Policies enacted by the Ministry of Educaton are valid and obligatory for all educatonal

insttutons. Catholic Church schools, from their own partcular perspectve, as mentoned

above, introduced their own additonal policies. The same is true for independent schools in

Malta. For instance, San Anton School (a local independent school) came up with their own

programme on preventon of bullying and preferred ways of dealing with cases of bullying at

school, mostly through Personal, Social and Career Development (PSCD) lessons and beter

supervision of students. Another independent school, San Andrea School, has an ant-

bullying policy that revolves around constantly reminding children to report if they see any

kind of inappropriate behaviour, inclusive of verbal, emotonal and sexual harassment7.  On

the other hand, a boys-only independent school, St. Edwards College, emphasises discipline

and maintaining “good behaviour” as a necessity to avoid sanctons, without any partcular

stress on preventon. Rather, it demands a change of behaviour from the ‘bullies’ as a

conditon of being accepted in the school community and lists possible sanctons for

unacceptable forms of behaviour8.

Planned Policies 

Two major policy papers are of importance: 

1) Addressing Bullying Behaviour in Schools (Oct. 2014), by the Educaton Department,

was the most promising one. Unlike previous guidelines, it clearly defnes various

forms of bullying including sexual harassment and also recognises harassment on the

grounds of both gender identty and sexual orientaton. It includes references to

Homophobic & Transphobic bullying and also mentons that girls are more ofen the

victms of sexual harassment.  There are no details on what kind of preventon

6�htp://ms.maltadiocese.org/WEBSITE/2016/PRESS%20RELEASES/42%20Safeguarding

%20Commission%20Annual%20Report%202015.pdf 

7� htp://www.sanandrea.edu.mt/bullying?l=1

8� htp://www.stedwards.edu.mt/en/policies_maintaining_good_behaviour 

http://www.stedwards.edu.mt/en/policies_maintaining_good_behaviour
http://ms.maltadiocese.org/WEBSITE/2016/PRESS%20RELEASES/42%20Safeguarding%20Commission%20Annual%20Report%202015.pdf
http://ms.maltadiocese.org/WEBSITE/2016/PRESS%20RELEASES/42%20Safeguarding%20Commission%20Annual%20Report%202015.pdf


programmes should be in place, just that they will revolve around a principle of

restoratve justce. This policy paper was opened for debate and feedback at the end

on 20149. Unfortunately, whilst the proposed paper recognised and defned much of

bullying as gender based, the fnal version of the document had most of the

references to gender and sexual orientaton removed10. Furthermore, whilst the

initally proposed version gave clear defnitons of, for instance, homophobic or

transphobic behaviours, with clear references to artcles of law that defned them,

the version accepted and put in force in June 2015, does not. 
2) Crime Preventon Strategy for Maltese Islands 2017 – 2021, by the Ministry of Justce

and Home Afairs, envisages an introducton of a school based crime preventon

curriculum, to be introduced in stages over three years, to tackle forms of ant-social

behaviour, in order to both prevent crimes from happening and protect youth from

victmisaton. The curriculum proposed is expected to be based on a wide range of

techniques, inclusive of: “anger management, impulsivity control, emotonal control,

empathy, problem solving, confict leading to violence, behaviour modifcaton,

positve social skills, social competency skills”11.  This proposal was published at the

end of 2016 for comments and feedback. 

Current Personal, Social and Career Development (PSCD) curriculum 

PSCD classes are the vehicle used by Maltese schools to realise curriculum on a wide range

of topics, from substance abuse, personal relatonships, sex and growing up and so on. There

is an overlap between the topics and issues, so, for instance, sexual abuse could be part of

9� htps://educaton.gov.mt/en/Documents/Addressing%20Bullying%20Behaviour%20in

%20Schools.pdf 

10�htps://educaton.gov.mt/en/resources/Documents/Policy%20Documents/Managing

%20Behaviour%20in%20Schools%20Policy.pdf

11�htps://socialdialogue.gov.mt/en/Public_Consultatons/MHAS/Documents/Crime%20Preventon%20Strategy
%20for%20the%20Maltese%20Islands%202017%20-%202021%20doc.pdf

https://socialdialogue.gov.mt/en/Public_Consultations/MHAS/Documents/Crime%20Prevention%20Strategy%20for%20the%20Maltese%20Islands%202017%20-%202021%20doc.pdf
https://socialdialogue.gov.mt/en/Public_Consultations/MHAS/Documents/Crime%20Prevention%20Strategy%20for%20the%20Maltese%20Islands%202017%20-%202021%20doc.pdf
https://education.gov.mt/en/resources/Documents/Policy%20Documents/Managing%20Behaviour%20in%20Schools%20Policy.pdf
https://education.gov.mt/en/resources/Documents/Policy%20Documents/Managing%20Behaviour%20in%20Schools%20Policy.pdf
https://education.gov.mt/en/Documents/Addressing%20Bullying%20Behaviour%20in%20Schools.pdf
https://education.gov.mt/en/Documents/Addressing%20Bullying%20Behaviour%20in%20Schools.pdf


lessons tackling bullying, but could also be part of lessons on sexual health, love and other

possible topics. 

PSCD lessons are compulsory for all primary and secondary students. The curriculum is

divided in thematc groups/topics which vary depending on the age of the students. For the

frst six years (primary school), whilst the students are taught by their class teacher, there

are no rules on how the topics are covered, as long as all the groups are covered in a

scholastc year. In the secondary schools, the groups/topics are organised in blocks of 9

lessons (totalling 6 hours) and guidelines are issued by the Educaton Department on how

best to tackle the subjects. 

Nonetheless, teachers are allowed some fexibility on how to cover the curriculum. The

Educaton department provides them with a number of resources, both local and

internatonal, with lesson plans and toolkits that could be used to cover the required

syllabus. Teachers are also ofen free, with the permission of the head of the school, to invite

NGO’s or professionals working in the partcular feld to help them cover the topic more

thoroughly. The Educaton Department keeps a list of external educaton providers (inclusive

of NGO’s) that can be invited, but it is not regularly updated (last update was in 2015). 

For the purpose of this report, we analysed the PSCD curriculum for all 11 years for primary

and secondary schools, seeking the key words in the themes that could cover sexual

harassment preventon. Whilst sexual harassment as such is not specifcally mentoned,

aspects of it are covered, and there is a lot of overlap between the topics. Also, it is

important to note that the syllabus is subject to changes from one year to another,

depending on new policies, changes in society, or changes in legislaton that necessitate

inclusion of new topic/s. The table below shows the list of topics, per year, covered in PSCD

classes in Malta. 

  



Research Studies

The Natonal Commission for Promoton of Equality (NCPE) published a report enttled:

‘Research Study on Violence, Harassment & Bullying in Schools: a qualitatve perspectve’

(2016)12. The research included over 120 respondents, inclusive of parents, teachers and

students. From the responses it was clear that there was a lot of concern expressed over

verbal and emotonal abuse, partcularly in the use of social media.  The reasons for bullying

were varied, but issues of gender, sexuality and race were ofen mentoned and almost all of

them recognised that there was an issue of imbalance of power and that bullying was being

used as a tool to achieve a higher status. Their study also discovered that the majority of

students have litle faith in the schools’ ability or willingness to deal with bullying.

Accordingly, most of the respondents thought that schools could do with more staf and

beter teacher training and that a move from insistence on academic excellence towards a

more holistc educaton and alternatve teaching techniques could help. It was found that

ant-bullying and ant-violence policies “are not sufciently comprehensive, not sufciently

communicated to all relevant partes, and in many cases not enforced. Moreover, they tend

to vary from one school to another, resultng in incoherence” (p.68).

12�htps://ncpe.gov.mt/en/Documents/Projects_and_Specifc_Initatves/Forms%20of

%20Violence/Report%20-%20Violence%20Schools.pdf 

https://ncpe.gov.mt/en/Documents/Projects_and_Specific_Initiatives/Forms%20of%20Violence/Report%20-%20Violence%20Schools.pdf
https://ncpe.gov.mt/en/Documents/Projects_and_Specific_Initiatives/Forms%20of%20Violence/Report%20-%20Violence%20Schools.pdf


Another research study seems to confrm this last point. In a research dissertaton enttled

‘Bullying Preventon Programmes in Gozo Secondary Schools’ (Sciberras M., 2014),

researcher tried to examine how and if the schools actually apply the Child Protecton Policy

(1999) and the Good behaviour at Schools policy (1999) and if and how they work. He

followed 4 schools in Malta’s sister island Gozo, and he found that all 4 schools deal with

incidents as and when they occur, involving both bullies and parents, but that there was no

specifc preventon policy and if there was, each school had a diferent approach. At that

point in tme, these policies had been in practce for 14 years. 

Another study targetng heads of schools, was carried out in 2015, by SOS Malta, an NGO, as

a part of an Erasmus funded project enttled “Against School Aggression Partnership”. They

atempted to analyse the issues of bullying in schools from the management/administratve

perspectve. Heads of schools that did respond (around 30% of them, all from public

schools), had at least partal knowledge of possible bullying preventon strategies and

techniques, but felt that they do not have sufcient human resources nor enough training to

implement them fully and adequately. Furthermore, there seemed to be no distncton

between diferent forms of bullying and no clear understanding as to what kind of approach

would work best in any given situaton13. 

Other Violence Preventon work 

There are a few NGOs ofering violence preventon programmes in Malta, one being Malta

Girl Guides, that for the last three years have implemented “Voice Against Violence”, a

preventon programme designed and promoted by UN women. 

SOAR, a local support group for survivors of violence, together with Men Against Violence

(both NGOs), have been visitng schools, on invitaton, and performing gender

equality/violence preventon workshops, aimed at teenagers. The workshops are conducted

partally using a bystander approach. 

Conclusion

13� htp://www.sosmalta.org/fle.aspx?f=865 , p. 9 

http://www.sosmalta.org/file.aspx?f=865


From the above, it can be seen that some policies focusing on violence preventon do exist,

albeit not necessarily preventon of sexual harassment. The topic is tackled during PSCD

classes throughout primary and secondary schools, but, again, there seems to be no

coherent approach although there is an awareness of diferent techniques/forms of violence

preventon programmes. The main issue raised is that there is no uniform approach on how

the policies are implemented in schools and that there is a need for further training of

school staf to learn and implement the preventon techniques beter. Policies that are

currently being discussed/planned seem promising, but at this stage it is not yet clear what

they will look like once fnalised.  
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